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General Motors Battery Lab engineers prepare batteries for testing in the
thermal chamber at the GM Tech Center in Warren, Mich.

Chevrolet VVolt BBattery PPacks WWill bbe
Manufactured bby GGeneral MMotors iin tthe UUS

Imara CCorp. IIntroduces AAdvanced LLithium-IIon BBattery
Technology ffor HHigh-PPower AApplications 

Imara Corp., a research, design and manufactur-
ing company, has developed next generation lithi-
um-ion battery technology. Imara's patented and
proprietary battery technology breaks through cur-
rent barriers of performance and energy capability,
enabling new applications in power tools, outdoor
power equipment, specialty applications, hybrid
vehicles and grid storage.

The initial core technology, exclusively
licensed from the Stanford Research Institute
(SRI), was developed and funded in conjunction
with the US Department of Energy as part of the
Partnership for the Next Generation Vehicle
(PNGV) initiative. Imara's technology has been
demonstrated across multiple lithium-ion
chemistries. It is being scaled to high-volume pro-
duction and will be shipping by the fourth quarter of 2009.

Imara is currently developing next-generation batteries and packs for power
tools, where there is an ongoing need for higher power-to-weight energy storage
solutions. Imara's lithium-ion batteries "cut the cord" by providing a combination of
run-time and cycle-life, improving power tools' performance rankings while deliver-
ing lower lifetime battery costs for heavy-duty applications such as cutting, grind-
ing and sanding.

The Chevrolet Volt, an extended-range electric vehicle that delivers
up to 40 miles of gasoline-free and emissions-free electric driving, will
use battery packs manufactured in the US by General Motors, chairman
and CEO Rick Wagoner announced at the North American International
Auto Show in January. 

GM will establish the first lithium-ion battery pack manufacturing
facility operated by a major automaker in the US to produce the Volt's
battery pack system. It consists of lithium-ion cells that are grouped
into modules, along with other key battery components. 

The plant will be located in Michigan, subject to negotiations with
state and local government authorities. Facility prepara-
tion will begin in early 2009, with production tooling to
be installed mid-year and output starting in 2010. 

"The design, development and production of advanced
batteries must be a core competency for GM, and we've
been rapidly building our capability and resources to sup-
port this direction," Wagoner said. "This is a further
demonstration of our commitment to the electrification of
the automobile and to the Chevrolet Volt, a commitment
that now totals more than $1 billion."

The Volt's lithium-ion battery cells will be supplied by
LG Chem. Compact Power, Inc., a subsidiary of LG Chem
based in Troy, Mich., will build battery packs for Volt pro-
totype vehicles until GM's battery facility is operational. A
joint engineering contract with Compact Power and LG
Chem also has been signed to further expedite the develop-
ment of the Volt's lithium-ion battery technology. 

GM has been testing battery packs for the Volt, powered
by cells from LG Chem, for the past 16 months. These
tests, both on the road and in the lab, have provided invalu-
able insight into lithium-ion battery technology. 

eTec’s New Fast-Charger 
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EnerSys AAdds 8800 WWPC MModel tto iits DDataSafe
16 VVolt FFront TTerminal UUPS BBattery LLine 

EnerSys has added a new product to its DataSafe 16 V Front
Terminal UPS Battery line: the 16HX800F-FR. The DataSafe
16HX800F-FR is a valve-reg-
ulated lead acid (VRLA) bat-
tery that produces 800 WPC
for 15 minutes to 1.67 volts
per cell at 77ºF.

DataSafe 16 V are VRLA
batteries that provide more
power than 12 V batteries
and use less space. They are
specially designed to back
up the primary power system
for UPS applications and
supply power for 15 minutes
until the backup generator is
fully operational. 

The DataSafe 16HX800F-FR can produce the necessary
power to handle the runtime for large UPS systems without
having to use smaller 12 V batteries that require more strings
and therefore drives up the system cost. They have up to 50
percent fewer connections, which simplify wiring and helps
reduce costs.

The high power rating of the 16 V batteries also give users a
more economical and space efficient option to large single cell
VRLA batteries in high power rated UPS systems.

EnerSys was the first to introduce a 16 V front terminal bat-
tery for UPS applications. With the addition of the DataSafe
16HX800F-FR, EnerSys offers the 16 V VRLA batteries in
three sizes: 500 watts per cell (WPC), 800 WPC and 925 WPC.
They require 44 sq. ft. to support a typical 750 kVA UPS sys-
tem with a full 15 minutes of runtime. 

With the same dimensions (27.2 inches by  7.0 inches) and
20 pounds lighter (220 lbs.), the DataSafe 16HX800F-FR fits in
the same rack system as the 925 DataSafe 16 V batteries.
Cabinets are available in gray or black to match other data cen-
ter equipment. Complete front access in the 16 V front-termi-
nated DataSafe models makes access and maintenance easier
than top-terminated 12 V batteries. 

Saft LLaunches PProduction oof NNew BBattery
Range SSpecifically DDesigned ffor 
Telecom NNetworks 

Saft has completed its investment in its new Tel.X nickel-
based product range designed specifically for telecom network
applications. The investment program supports a new $9 mil-
lion production line at its US manufacturing facility in
Valdosta, Ga.

The Tel.X battery range is designed to deliver reliable back-
up power for the growing number of decentralized facilities,
supporting fixed, wireless, cable and cellular networks, which
are in remote or demanding outdoor locations.

The new manufacturing line will enable Saft to expand its
customer base in a market where performance, reliability and
low TCO (total cost of ownership) are crucial. Its focus is on
providing a high quality, maintenance-free battery solution for
applications subjected to extreme temperature as well as high
levels of humidity. With an extended range of capacities, small-
er batteries and long service life, the Tel.X batteries are well

suited for the majority of telecom network applications. 
Tel.X has a long service life, more than 20 years in normal

temperatures and more than 14 years at more than 40°C. So, in
many cases the battery can be expected to outlive other parts of
the installation, during which time, under normal operating con-
ditions, it will not need topping-up with water.

The battery also offers high volumic energy density, of up to
100 Wh/L while weighing around 30 percent less than a con-
ventional battery. It is designed for use in standard 19-inch and
23-inch racks and cabinets, where its compact size makes it
easy to fit and install as a direct replacement for VRLA batter-
ies and it is compatible with all telecom rectifiers. 

Tel.X is well suited for backup power applications in out-
door installations, such as cabinets and end terminals in fiber-
optic 'triple-play' networks as well as BTS (Base Transceiver
Station) and BSC (Base Station Controller) installations in
wireless networks.

Pure EEnergy LLaunches NNew CC aand DD SSize
Rechargeable AAlkaline BBatteries

Pure Energy Visions Corp. is launching a new line of C and
D size rechargeable alkaline batteries. Pure Energy's C and D
rechargeable alkaline batteries offer significant performance
advantages including increased capacity and significantly
longer charge retention compared to other C and D size
rechargeable NiMH and NiCd batteries. Pure Energy's C and D
size batteries have capacities of 3,200 mAh and 8,000 mAh
respectively compared to capacities ranging from 2,500 to
2,900 mAh for C and D rechargeable NiMH batteries.
Rechargeable Alkaline C and D size batteries are also ready to
use out of the package and have a seven year shelf life; 40
times longer than NiMH C and D size batteries. 

These performance advantages will make rechargeable alka-
line C and D size batteries well suited for several consumer
products including a variety of audio products, toys and flash-
lights. Flashlights in particular will benefit from the use of
Rechargeable Alkaline batteries as the rapid shelf-discharge
properties of NiCd and NiMH batteries are a source of frustra-
tion for consumers. 

Energizer TTakes ZZinc AAir BBattery TTechnology tto
A NNew FForm aand IIntroduces aa TThinner aand
Much MMore PPowerful BBattery

Energizer has unveiled a new Zinc Air Prismatic battery that
will offer OEMs design flexibility, while providing greater run
times or enabling smaller devices.

The battery offers high energy density as well as a thin form
factor. Product innovations include a new 5 mm thin prismatic
(rectangular) construction, with the highest energy density of
any consumer portable power solution (either disposable or
rechargeable) resulting in up to three times more runtime com-
pared to similarly sized alkaline or lithium ion batteries.

Compared to lithium ion rechargeable batteries, the Zinc Air
Prismatic offers much lower cost for the OEM, a similar thin
form factor and eliminates the need for charge circuitry and a
charging device.

The Zinc Air Prismatic battery uses oxygen from the air as
an energy source to provide power and is designed with air
access holes that are sealed with a tab until the consumer is
ready to use the battery. One of the keys to fully utilizing the
high energy density of this system is effectively managing the
air access to the battery to optimize performance.

Energizer is developing simple and cost effective air man-
agement solutions to enable the use of this battery technology
in a wide range of portable electronic devices. 
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New Batteries on the Market
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ECOtality’s eeTec LLaunches NNew MMinit-
Charger FFC FFast-CCharger 

Electric Transportation Engineering Corp. (eTec), a
wholly owned subsidiary of ECOtality, Inc., has
launched the new Minit-Charger FC battery fast-charg-
ing system. The FC is specifically designed for heavy-
duty material handling applications and reduces a facili-
ty’s electrical consumption by featuring the highest
energy conversion efficiency (97 percent) and power
factor amongst chargers in its class. Utilizing Minit-
Charger’s patented advanced algorithm technology, the
Minit-Charger FC system is 50 percent to 65 percent
smaller and 50 percent to 70 percent lighter than other
fast-charge systems that provide a power output of up to
320 amps. 

The Minit-Charger FC is a UL certified, high-fre-
quency, single-connector charger designed for heavy-
duty applications. Providing up to 320 amps of out-
put, the FC Charger can fast-charge battery systems of

48 volts (or less)
more than four
times faster than
conventional
chargers. The FC
Charger features a
light and compact
design that allows
the system to be
pole or wall
mounted in order
to save valuable
floor space. The
FC Charger also
features the patented Minit-Trak data management
system that provides the most comprehensive per-
formance evaluation of a battery’s state-of-health and
state-of-charge and the Battery Data Control (BDC)
system that automatically adjusts charging rates to
increase and maximize battery life. 

Granite DDigital IIntroduces LLine oof
Automotive BBattery CChargers, BBattery
Maintainers aand BBattery TTesters 

Granite Digital has introduced its new line of Save A
Battery 12 volt chargers, maintainers and testers.
Designed to support all lead acid, AGM and Gel Cell
batteries, they not only charge and maintain automotive
type batteries but they also test, monitor, audible alarm,
rejuvenate, condition, power cycle and diagnose electri-
cal and charging systems. The built-in digital LCD dis-
play works as a voltmeter to pinpoint most electrical
and charging system problems. 

The Modular Cable System (supplied with all mod-
els) offers versatile connection styles including battery
terminal, battery clip-on and cigarette lighter connec-
tions in both short or long cable lengths. Gold contacts
are used to provide better conductivity in harsh garage
and shop environments. All cable ends have a simple
attaching loop that makes it easy to permanently fasten
them to just about anything and moisture covers to keep
the contacts clean. 

A unique mounting system allows the chargers,
maintainers and testers to be mounted on a wall or in
a vehicle. The units can be removed and used remote-
ly and then slipped back on the mounting bracket for
long-term monitoring and maintaining. 

Electrochem IIntroduces LLine oof CCustom
Battery CCharging SSolutions 

Electrochem has released its new line of custom charg-
ing solutions to accompany its offering of rechargeable
battery packs. Electrochem's charging capabilities ranges

from simple single bay chargers to complex multi-
bay chargers incorporating smart electronics and
battery management. Their expansion into offer-
ing charging systems complements their second-
ary battery portfolio of lithium, nickel and lead
acid chemistries. 

With extensive experience in battery
chemistries, Electrochem approaches each
charging solution with a custom design to ensure
the optimal performance of the Electrochem bat-
tery pack. 

Electrochem's engineering team performs a
thorough design process that covers a range of
considerations, including electrical characteris-
tics, physical attributes, mechanical requirements
and user interface needs. Because of the more
complex nature of the secondary battery packs
that Electrochem provides, their custom charging
solutions correspondingly incorporate many
"smart" features such as monitoring of the bat-
tery's voltage, temperature and/or time under
charge to determine the optimum charge current
and termination of charging when a combination
of the voltage, temperature and/or time indicates
that the battery is fully charged. Custom chargers
from Electrochem are available as a part of a total
solution with a custom designed rechargeable bat-
tery pack. 
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Coulomb TTechnologies AAnnounces FFirst CChargePoint NNetwork AAvailability ffor 
Electric VVehicle DDrivers

Coulomb Technologies has unveiled the first availability of the ChargePoint Network for plug-in vehicle own-
ers. Developed to be the world’s most advanced vehicle charging infrastructure, the ChargePoint Network is
designed to provide drivers of plug-in vehicles convenient, affordable and safe access to public charging.
Subscribers can sign up for options to fit their lifestyle including a limited time offer “Basic Access” subscription

plan, which includes free charging through 2009. 
Consumers subscribe to the ChargePoint Network and receive a ChargePoint Smart

Card that allows them to charge their car at any Smartlet Charging Station nationwide.
The first ChargePoint charging stations are now installed and available for charging in
downtown San Jose, with many more to roll out in the coming weeks. To locate avail-
able charging stations, visit www.mychargepoint.net and click “Find Stations”. 

“2009 is the year of the emergence of smart electric vehicle charging infrastruc-
ture,” said Richard Lowenthal, CEO of Coulomb Technologies, “and we are
thrilled to be part of San Jose’s progressive Green Mobility initiative. We value
learning from the experience of early adopters of the electric vehicle movement. In
anticipation of the rollout of a nationwide network of charging stations, we encour-
age people to visit the ChargePoint website, learn about the Coulomb Technologies
network of smart charging stations, and provide feedback and suggestions.” 

“Electric vehicles are a key component of San Jose’s Green Vision goals to be
the world leader in clean tech innovation and reduce our greenhouse gas emissions
and our dependence on foreign oil,” said Chuck Reed, Mayor of the City of San

Jose. “We are delighted to partner with Coulomb to provide this demonstration charging network and help create
the infrastructure to transform the way residents drive.” 



Data TTranslation AAnnounces HHigh
Voltage, PPrecise LLithium-IIon CCell
Measurement IInstruments

Data Translation has released the VOLTpoint, a new
series of precision voltage measurement instru-
ments for lithium-ion cell-by-cell determination.

Each VOLTpoint is a stand-alone box offering
48 separate 24-bit resolution inputs over a com-
plete sampling range of ±100 volts, each with its
own A/D converter for direct connection to a PC
via USB or Ethernet (LXI compatible).

Direct voltage inputs of any value in the range
of ±100 volts can easily and quickly be applied
from a single cell or from a series of stacked
cells. Each of 48 separate input channels with
1,000 volt channel to channel galvanic isolation
ensures highly precise and consistent readings.

VOLTpoint is available in two versions. The
DT9873 for USB is priced at $7,995 and the
DT8873for Ethernet (LXI) is priced at $8,495. 

New AAC EElectronic LLoad 
From CChroma

Chroma's 63800 series AC Electronic Loads
are designed for testing uninterruptible power
supplies (UPS), batteries, off-grid inverters, AC
sources and other power devices such as switch-
es, circuit breakers, fuses and connectors.

Equipped with unique timing measurement
functions, the 63800 Loads allow users to meas-
ure critical timing parameters such as battery
discharge time, the trip time for fuse and breaker
testing and UPS transfer time.

The Chroma 63800 Loads can simulate load
conditions under high crest factor and varying
power factors with real time compensation even
when the voltage waveform is distorted. This
special feature provides real world simulation
capability and prevents overstressing thereby
giving reliable and unbiased test results.

The 63800's design uses DSP technology to
simulate non-linear rectified loads in a unique
RLC operation mode. This mode improves sta-
bility by detecting the impedance of the UUT
and dynamically adjusting the load's control
bandwidth to ensure system stability. 

SAKOR TTechnologies, IInc.
Introduces aa HHybrid VVehicle BBattery
Test SSystem

SAKOR Technologies, Inc. has introduced its
Hybrid Vehicle Battery Test System, a complete
offering for high-voltage battery testing. The
system is extremely energy efficient and can
effectively perform all types of performance and
durability cycling, including complex profiles
and road load simulations.

At the heart of the system lies a high-efficien-
cy, line-regenerative DC power source. During
discharge modes, absorbed power is regenerated
back to the AC mains instead of being dissipated
as wasted heat, which is common practice
among other battery testing systems. This

method generates greater power efficiency and measura-
bly reduces overall operating costs.         

Driven by a DynoLAB EM controller, the Hybrid
Vehicle Battery Test System inherits DynoLAB's ability
to automate all types of performance, durability and
continuous cycling operations including full road load
simulation. In fact, the system can function both as a
battery tester and as a battery simulator. Integration
with a HybriDyne Hybrid Driveline Dynamometer cre-
ates a system capable of testing complete hybrid drive-
lines and subsystems with or without actual batteries in
circuit. The system may be configured to provide
dynamic response (i.e. voltage sags and current surges)
just as would be seen in-vehicle. Unlike the perform-
ance of an actual battery, the simulator output remains

repeatable from cycle
to cycle, regardless
of charge status,
resulting in more
consistent and accu-
rate test data.          

The Hybrid Battery
Test System is avail-
able with voltages of
up to 1,000 VDC.
Typical systems range
in size from +/- 200

amps to +/- 2,400 amps (continuous), and most units
offer overload (surge) currents of up to 200 percent of the
rated current.   
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AnalogicTech's DDual IInput CCharger IIC MMaximizes RReliability,
Reduces FFootprint wwith IIntegrated OOVP      

Advanced Analogic Technologies, Inc. has released the AAT3691, a dual input bat-
tery charger IC with integrated over-voltage protection (OVP) up to 28 V. Designed to

meet industry requirements for high-
ly flexible and reliable battery charg-
ing from multiple sources, the new
battery charger supports inputs from
both AC adapters and USB ports in
applications such as mobile phones,
digital still camaras and other hand-
held devices. The charger intelligent-
ly assesses which input source offers
minimum charging time and modi-
fies the charge path while the inte-
grated OVP protects the battery and
system against faulty input.

The AAT3691 is designed to regu-
late battery charge voltage and cur-

rent for 4.2 V lithium-ion battery cells used in a wide variety of portable systems. As
an integrated battery charger IC that combines a power device, reverse current block-
ing and current sensing, the device is designed to operate from AC adapter inputs and
USB ports across a 3.0 V to 6.75 V (typical) input voltage range. 

Charge current can be programmed up to 1.6 A for charging via an ADP and up to
0.5 A for charging via a USB port using external resistors. When ADP or USB input
power exceeds 6.75 V typical, an internal series switch opens preventing damage to
the battery or charging circuit. Automatic charge selection circuitry recognizes the
best charging source in terms of input voltage and other criteria and modifies the
charge path to maximize charging efficiency and minimize charge time.

The AAT3691 also features a no battery present input (NOBAT) detection function
that prevents input power from passing through the OVP block and suspends charging
when no battery is present or a battery trace or connector is defective. 

The AAT3691 is qualified across the -40ºC to 85º C temperature range. It is avail-
able in a 16-pin, 3 mm by 4 mm TDFN package. It sells for $1.12 in 1,000 quantities. 

Tiny CCurrent-SSense AAmplifier DDelivers PPrecision MMonitoring aand
1 µµA SSupply CCurrent ffor BBattery-PPowered AApplications

Maxim Integrated Products has introduced the MAX9610, a high-side, current-
sense amplifier that provides precision monitoring for portable applications. Designed
for battery-operated devices, the MAX9610 uses a precision input stage to achieve an
extended, 1.6 V to 5.5 V input common-mode range (battery voltage). This input
range is well suited for monitoring the current of a single-cell, lithium-ion (Li+) bat-
tery, which at full-charge is 4.2 V, typically 3.6 V in normal use, and less than 2.9 V
when ready to be recharged. 

Additionally, the MAX9610 provides an ultra-low, 1 µA supply current to extend bat-

tery life, and a low 500 µV (max) VOS
and ±0.5 percent (max) gain error for
maximum precision. Available in
µDFN and SC70 packages, this high-
accuracy device is well suited for moni-
toring USB ports and single-cell, Li+
batteries in cell phones, PDAs and
other portable electronics.

The MAX9610 is a voltage-output
device and is offered in three gain
options: 25 V/V, 50 V/V and 100
V/V. An external sense resistor can be
used to set the maximum sense volt-
age at full-scale battery load current.
For example, at 2 A, a sense resistor of 25 mO will give a VSENSE of 50 mV, and a
gain of 50 V/V will provide an output voltage of 2.5 V, which is suitable for matching
the input range of a typical ADC.

Fully specified over the -40°C to 85°C extended temperature range, the MAX9610
is available in ultra-small, 1 mm by 1.5 mm by 0.8 mm, 6-pin µDFN and 5-pin SC70
packages. Prices start at $0.64 (1,000-up, FOB USA).

Fairchild SSemiconductor's OOver-VVoltage PProtection DDevice wwith
USB/Charger-DDetection SSimplifies DDesign

Fairchild Semiconductor offers designers of cell phones, mobile audio, computer
and consumer applications a highly integrated over-voltage protection (OVP) with
USB/charger-detection. The FAN3989 incorporates an on-board FET and features
built-in automatic detection allowing the device to sense the presence of a USB
charger, all in a single package. This integrated automatic detection feature simplifies
design by eliminating external circuitry, which in turn, saves 15 to 20 percent board
space compared to discrete implementations. Its over-voltage protection capability is
well suited for addressing emerging safety standards, which is particularly important
for cell phones. 

The FAN3989 acts as a USB connection monitoring device to determine if a USB
device or a battery charging device is connected. The product will send a signal to the
system controller to indicate the presence of a USB charging device. The FAN3989
also monitors VBUS for over or under-voltage conditions, setting the FLAG 2-pin
low if VBUS is under 3.3 V or over 6.0 V, while turning off the internal PMOS load
switch. These integrated features offer a more accurate approach when compared to
typical discrete solutions. 

The FAN3989 is packaged in ultra-compact 8-lead MLP packaging. It utilizes lead-free
(Pb-free) terminals and has been characterized for moisture sensitivity in accordance with
the Pb-free reflow requirements of the joint IPC/JEDEC standard J-STD-020. 

Two-CCell AAlkaline aand UUSB-CCompatible LLow LLoss PPowerPath
Controller HHas UUltra-LLow IIQ

Linear Technology Corp. has introduced the
LTC3101, the latest PMIC in a family of multi-
function, compact power management solutions
for battery-powered and battery backup applica-
tions. The micropower LTC3101 integrates a
low loss PowerPath controller, three high effi-
ciency synchronous switching regulators (one
buck-boost and two bucks), a current limited
200 mA VMAX output (which tracks the higher
voltage input supply), a protected 100 mA Hot
Swap output, pushbutton On/Off control, a pro-
grammable processor reset generator and an
always-on LDO, all in a 4 mm by 4 mm QFN-
24 package.

The LTC3101 features a wide input operating
range of 1.8 V to 5.5 V, compatible with two or
three AA or AAA form factor battery cells in
nickel, lithium or alkaline chemistries, standard
1-cell Li-Ion/Polymer prismatic batteries, plus
USB or 5 V wall adapter input power.
Additionally, the device’s low loss PowerPath
control seamlessly and automatically manages
power flow between these multiple input
sources. The "always-alive" VMAX and LDO
outputs provide power for critical functions or
additional external regulators. Internal sequenc-
ing and independent enable pins provide flexible
power-up options.
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Electricfil IIntroduces SSelf-AAdapting SSmart BBattery SSensor
With its Smart Battery Sensor (SBS),

Electricfil Automotive offers an effective way to
get longer battery life, reliable cranking power
and lower CO2 emissions, without adding battery
calibration constraints.

Electricfil’s Smart Battery Sensor (SBS) com-
bines a number of non-intrusive sensing solutions
to continuously measure battery current, voltage
and temperature. Patented algorithms developed by
Electricfil and tested by a major battery manufacturer use these measurements to calcu-
late state-of-health, state-of-charge and state-of-function information for delivery to the
energy management system via a 2- or 3-wire LIN or CAN compatible interface.

In this way, closed-loop control of the engine and alternator can reduce fuel consump-
tion and CO2 emissions by as much as 3 percent.
Energy consumption and production can be bal-
anced, extending battery life and ensuring that
power is always on hand for quick and reliable
engine starting, even on today's most electricity-
hungry cars.

Electricfil's SBS is also the first battery sensor
to automatically adapt to any new battery due to
patented self-learning algorithms, totally elimi-
nating the need for dealer servicing.

In addition, a non-contact current sensor elimi-
nates the drawbacks of shunt-based sensors, open-
ing the way to non-intrusive battery management.

The result is dependable starting power, fuel
economy, lower CO2 emissions and longer bat-
tery life without adding constraints. This product
will be available in different packages for easy
mounting on the terminal, alongside the battery
or on the battery cable.

SigFx, LLLC UUnveils IIntelligent, SSafe
Battery MManagement TTechnology
That DDoubles BBattery RRuntimes 

SigFx, LLC is introducing an intelligent ener-
gy management system called SaFPWR. The
SaFPWR energy management system extracts
more power from a lithium polymer battery, pro-
longs the battery cell life and improves safety.
The SaFPWR monitors and collects data on the
internal and external environments of the battery
and their interrelationship. The system also col-
lects data on the use of the device it is serving to
maximize the operating efficiency and safety of
the device. SaFPWR uses this data to more than
double the runtime of the device it serves and
virtually eliminate the safety issues present in
today's battery market. 

Currently, SaFPWR is available for the Apple
iPhone, iPod touch and iPod classic. SaFPWR  is
also available in an external and primary extended
runtime battery pack for laptop computers.

Rugged, LLow PProfile LLithium CCoin
Cell HHolders

Keystone Electronics Corp. has introduced
#2450 Lithium Coion Cells with low profile
holders. These new holders are extremely rugged
and well suited for retaining cells securely under
shock and vibration in high-density applications
for PCB requirements.

These polarized coin cell holders feature dual-
spring contacts and are supplied on tape and reel
and in bulk. The holders may be used with most
vacuum and mechanical pick-and-place assem-
blies. The holders are manufactured with 0.008
inch thick Phosphor Bronze, Gold plate over a
glass-filled LCP base, and rated UL 94V-0. 

New OOptical SState oof CCharge SSensor
JSA Photonics has introduced an optical state of charge sensor for lead acid and

other suitable electrolyte batteries. The patented solution is based on fiber optic sens-
ing technology originally developed at Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) that effec-
tively measures SOC and enables inexpensive, accurate and continuous monitoring of
battery capacity. Flexible sensor configurations provide the SOC measurement capa-
bility to sealed batteries at manufacture as well as retrofitting of existing wet batter-
ies, providing functional assurance and reduced maintenance costs to the user. The
SOC sensor offers additional benefits including cell temperature sensing, enabling tai-
lored charging programs for fast and efficient charging and electrolyte level sensing
to detect fault conditions well before they occur. The software, interface control and
GUI provides power, easy calibration and continuous monitoring of SOC, temperature
and electrolyte levels for one to several thousand batteries for on-site as well as
Internet monitoring.
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HP AAnnounces NNext GGeneration TTower
UPSs ffrom 7750 VVA tto 11,400 VVA

Introducing the next-generation tower HP uninter-
ruptible power systems (UPS). The HP Tower UPS
units, T750 G2, T1000
G3, and T1500 G3 are
designed for small-to-
medium businesses,
remote offices and
retail environments
needing power protec-
tion in a compact tower
design. The UPS units
protect computer equip-
ment and critical data
against damage due to
inconsistent and fluctu-
ating power. These line-
interactive UPSs have
power ratings of 750 VA, 1,000 VA and 1,400 VA.

HP Power Manager software is included with all HP
UPSs and provides the flexibility to monitor power
conditions and control an HP UPS locally or remotely.
The software enables broadcast alarms, orderly shut-
downs in the event of a power failure, and schedule
power-on to the UPS and attached equipment. The HP
Power Manager software allows for customized alert
generation with modifiable dialog boxes, command
execution, and email, pager, mobile phone and broad-
cast messages.

Standard on all HP UPS units is the exclusive bat-
tery pre-failure warranty, which ensures that when a
customer receives notification from HP Power
Manager software that the battery may fail, the battery
is replaced free of charge under the warranty. An addi-
tional $250,000 load protection guarantee is offered in
North America.

Emerson NNetwork PPower JJuices UUp
Liebert UUPS UUnits 

As small and medium businesses rely more and
more on IT systems to support business-critical appli-
cations and initiatives such as VoIP, reliable UPS per-
formance is the key to increasing availability, reducing
downtime risks and enabling future growth. Emerson

Network Power is filling the market's need for trust-
worthy, powerful and affordable UPS systems by
introducing the enhanced Liebert PSA and Liebert
PSI-XR UPS units, designed to provide reliable power
protection for home offices and small data centers or
IT rooms.

The Liebert PSA and Liebert PSI-XR also meet
strict environmental guidelines by complying with
the Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive
(RoHS). RoHS prohibits the use of six hazardous
materials in the manufacturing of electronics, mak-
ing them more environmentally friendly at the end of
their life.

The Liebert PSI-XR is best suited for IT applica-
tions housed in network closets, IT rooms and small
data centers. It provides more than five minutes of bat-
tery backup at full load with optional external battery
cabinets that can extend that runtime to meet equip-
ment needs. In addition, its improved remote commu-
nications and shutdown options provide remote moni-
toring and power management. The Liebert PSI-XR is
available in rack-mounted or tower configurations and
can be configured at 110, 120 or 127 VAC with a wide
range of output capacities.

The Liebert PSA delivers power protection to small
office computers and electronic equipment, providing
up to five minutes of battery backup at full load, full
sequenced battery testing, and advanced shutdown,
surge protection and status monitoring. It is available
with various output capacities in both 120 VAC and
230 VAC models.

Compact 112 WWatt aand 220 WWatt DDC/DC
Converters OOffer WWide 44:1 IInput RRange

XP Power has made two additions to their low
power DC/DC converter product line-up.
Encapsulated in a DIP24 metal package, the 12
watt JTF12 series measures 1.25 inches by 0.8
inches by 0.4 inches (31.75 mm by 20.32 mm by
10.4 mm). The 20 watt JTM20 series uses the 1-
inch  by 2-inch (25.40 mm by 50.80 mm) industry
standard mounting format. These new converters
offer a high efficiency of up to 91 percent by using
the latest design techniques and components and
are suitable for a large variety of applications and
products. Additionally, by using popular mechani-
cal formats, these isolated and regulated converters
are also well suited as low cost drop-replacements
for existing designs, saving the need to re-design
the PCB layout.

Offering a wide 4:1 input range, both series have
9 to 36 VDC or 18 to 75 VDC inputs that cover the
nominal input voltages of 12, 24 or 48 VDC.
Comprising of single and dual output variants, there
are a total of 28 models across the two series. Single
output models offer 3.3, 5, 12 or 15 VDC while dual
output voltages are +/- 5, +/- 12 or +/- 15 VDC.
Output voltages are fully regulated to within +/- 0.5
percent over all input ranges and to less than +/- 1.0
percent across all load conditions. Both devices fea-
ture an input to output and input/output to case isola-
tion of 1,600 VDC for up to 1 minute. 

With a maximum case temperature of 105°C, the
units can operate at full output power from -40°C to

60°C without derating. No additional heat sinking or
forced airflow is required making the converters suit-
able for most operating environments. 

These DC/DC converters comply with MIL-STD-
217F for predicted lifetime. The JTF12 has a MTBF in
excess of 1 million hours and the JTM20 is rated at
560,000 hours.

A remote on/off signal is included as standard,
allowing engineers to design-in the ability to sequence
converter start-up or control the outputs.

Available now from Newark or direct from XP
Power, the JTM12 single output units are priced at $32
for a 500 piece order. The JTM2012 dual output model
is priced $44 for a 500 piece order. 

Mid-SSize DDC PPower SSystem uup tto 4400
Amps CCan bbe CConfigured tto SSatisfy tthe
Majority oof TTelecom AApplications

Unipower Corp. has released a new modular DC
power system designed specifically to meet the exact-
ing requirements of telecom systems applications
where reliability, flexibility and battery back up are
key factors.

The Gravitas X410R DC power system is built
around a compact 2-foot by 2-foot by 7-foot (48 U)
freestanding enclosure incorporating eight positions
for hot-swap rectifiers, AC input distribution/protec-
tion, DC load distribution/protection, low voltage bat-
tery disconnect, battery distribution/protection, system
controller and two or three shelves of front-connect
batteries rated up to 185 AH each. A vertical space of
12 U rack height has been allocated below the power
components for optional equipment such as inverters
or DC/DC converter shelves and their distribution/pro-
tection panels, customer supplied equipment or for an
available third battery tray.

The new DC power system supports 48 VDC loads
up to 400 A (21.7 kW)
and can accommodate a
variety of AC inputs from
either single or three-
phase sources.

An important feature of
the new Gravitas DC
Power System is the facil-
ity for up to 36 load cir-
cuit breakers. This is more
breaker capability than
many other similar sys-
tems available, represent-
ing a real advantage for
many applications. These
36 field-replaceable
breakers can be connected to external loads as well as
internally installed equipment.

The Gravitas X410 is available either as an open
rack or as a fully enclosed system with top cover,
removable side panels, lockable, hinged rear door and
a convenient lockable, double front door. 

All Unipower Corp. Gravitas power systems meet
the requirements of all relevant safety standards
including UL60950-1, CSA22.2 No. 60950-1 and
EN60950-1 and are RoHS compliant. 
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Introducing a New Product?

Send Your New Product Announcements
to Shannon Given, Director of Content, 

at Shannong@infowebcom.com

Job Opening - Electrical Engineer
House of Batteries is a master Distributor and custom bat-
tery pack assembler since 1965. We stock over 2M batteries
and assemble over 250,000 custom battery packs per month
in our SoCal and Mexico facilities. We're franchised for
every major battery manufacturer for every battery chem-
istry. We currently have 3 Electrical Engineers working for
us and we need to add a 4th that can help us with circuit
design for rechargeable Lithium battery packs.

Applicant should have an Electrical Engineering degree,
Auto Cad experience, experience in building prototype
assemblies, circuit design experience, 5 years minimum
experience in the Electronics industry. Applicant must be
fluent in english.

House of Batteries
10910 Talbert Ave. • Fountain Valley, CA. 92708
Phone: 800-432-3385
Email resumes to Don West at
dwest@houseofbatteries.com
Check us out at www.housofbatteries.com

http://www.houseofbatteries.com


Call for Presentations
The Battery Power 2009 conference committee is currently accepting presen-
tation abstracts. The 2009 event will explore the important topics impacting
the battery industry from design issues in battery packs and emerging charg-
ing technologies to predicting battery failure and battery hybrid technologies.
There are a limited number of speaking slots in each track, so it is imperative
that you submit an abstract before the deadline on March 14th, 2009.

Here are some topics we are looking for:

Market Trends: Upcoming and Emerging Technologies, Market Opportunities,
Battery Market Trends, Regulatory Issues, Current and Future Battery Cost
and Performance

Batteries: Emerging Battery Technology, Recycling, Battery Pack Design
Issues, Li-Ion Pack Production, Battery Hybrid Technology, Thin Film
Technology, High Temperature Batteries, Automotive Hybrid
Technology/Applications, Off-Grid Battery Trends/Technologies, Energy
Harvesting, Developing Batteries of Next Generation Wireless Applications,
Cell/Battery R&D, Battery Safety, Improvements in Power Performance,
Battery Manufacturing 

Integrated Circuits: Power Management, Circuit Topologies, Power
Conversion, Fuel Gauging, Circuit Protection/Safety 

Battery Components and Materials: Emerging Chemistries, Smart Battery
Pack Electronics, Nanomaterials/Nanotechnology in Batteries, Development
of High Power Materials, Capacitors

Charging, Testing & Monitoring: Smart Battery Pack Charging Systems,
Avoiding/Predicting Battery Failure, Charging Multiple Packs, Battery Testing,
Monitoring Battery Health, Capacity Testing, Battery Evaluation, State-of-
Charge, Rapid Charging, Charging Efficiency, Software

Panel Discussion Opportunities: Raw Material Supplies, Battery Design
Analysis – OEM Requirements, Global Activity from Leading OEMs 

For more information on submitting an abstract visit 
www.batterypoweronline.com/bppt-conf09/bp09_papers.php or contact
Shannon Given, program manager at shannong@infowebcom.com.
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Battery Power 2009, an international conference highlighting the latest devel-
opments and technologies in the battery industry, will be held October 20-21
in Denver, Colorado. 

This seventh annual event will
feature more than 30 presenta-
tions on portable, stationary and
electric vehicle battery technology,
as well as battery manufacturing,
materials and research & develop-
ment. Topics will include new bat-
tery designs, emerging technolo-
gies, battery materials, power
management, charging and test-
ing systems, battery health, as
well as the latest market trends
affecting the industry. 

The conference is designed for OEM design engineers, system engineers,
technical and management professionals involved in battery powered prod-
ucts and systems, battery manufacturing, battery technology research and
development and power management technology.

Our Commitment to You
Whether this is your first time participating at the Battery Power conferences,
or if you have attended in the past, the 2009 event will provide you with the
most up-to-date developments and technologies in the battery and power
management market.

If you are involved in the battery industry or if your products and systems run
on batteries, this is a must attend event.

10 Great Reasons Why You Should Attend Battery Power 2009
• Discover How New Technology is Impacting Power Management
• Network with Potential Business Partners
• Attend Exceptional Pre-Conference Activities
• See the Latest Products and Technologies Unveiled
• Learn to Optimize Your System Performance and Dependability
• Assure Compliance with Latest Safety Requirements and Standards
• Discuss Your Specific System Needs with Technology Experts 
• Improve System Longevity and Power Delivery
• Maximize Return on Battery Technology System Investments
• Find the Latest Market, Pricing and Manufacturing Trends Worldwide

Registration
Exceptional Early Bird and Team Discounts are available. Register by May
22nd and save $500 off a full conference pass. Register two or more people
from the same company and save even more. Register online today at
www.batterypoweronline.com/bppt-conf09/bp09_reg.php.

Hotel
Battery Power 2009 will be
held at the Hyatt Regency
at the Denver Tech Center.
Directly to the west is the
inviting view of the Colorado
Rockies & front range
foothills. A limited number of
rooms have been reserved
for attendees who make
reservations with the Hyatt
Regency Tech Center. Mention Webcom Communications to receive a dis-
counted room rate of $175.00 per night. To receive this discount, reservations
must be made by September 28th, 2009. 

Exhibits and Sponsorships
Battery Power 2009 will be an excellent event to promote new technologies to
leading decision makers in the power industry. New technologies are becom-
ing more important due to the need for improved battery life/performance, the
demand for hybrid & electric vehicles and the need for safe and environmen-
tally friendly power products. There will be OEM design engineers, developers
and integrators of rechargeable battery products, manufacturers of batteries,
IC and chipset providers, system engineers of electric vehicles, specialized
energy materials suppliers and battery component providers present at this
important event. 

Contact Jeremy Fleming to find out more about Battery Power 2009 and our
affordable exhibit/sponsorship opportunities at 720-528-3770 or
jeremyf@infowebcom.com.



Katherine Mack, Vice President, Sales & Marketing
Rose Electronics

Battery problems can occur at every level of the battery manufacturing and use
process. All facets of battery manufacturing and use must work together for a safe end
product. Even extensive cell, pack and system testing will not completely prevent any
and all battery issues from occurring, but it will greatly limit them.

The culprit of recent battery incidents and recalls is wide and varied. Accomplished
manufacturers of cylindrical 18650-size cells have now produced well over 2 billion
cells and are far along the learning curve for producing cells. However, even accom-
plished cell and pack manufacturers still experience in-house and field failures. To
complicate matters, new players are sprouting up in the lithium ion cell market.
Lithium-ion cells and packs are being produced by "beginners" with no experience
and sometimes a disregard for safety measures due to price pressures.

The reason for recalls at the cell level include issues such as tiny particles getting
caught in electrode material causing internal cell shorts, and electrode slitters not
making clean cuts which cause burring on electrode edges resulting in internal short
circuits. At the pack level, poor battery design has caused issues in that when a prod-
uct is dropped at a certain angle, the safety devices are compromised. Solder balls
have come loose on safety boards and caused internal shorts inside packs. At the sys-
tem level, charge regimes such as pulse charging of batteries weaken separator mate-
rial in cells and allow internal shorts. In addition, counterfeit cells and packs made to
inferior standards (some packs not even containing required safety devices) have
entered the market.  

The battery industry is essentially self-policing. Starting at the cell level, reputable
cell manufacturers dictate assembly procedures to their pack assemblers and approve
applications. However, not all manufacturers share the same philosophy. Recent facto-
ry fires and cell shortages have exacerbated the black/gray market cell industry.
Testing and adherence to established agency standards such as UL and CSA are rec-
ommended, but not absolutely required for most applications. Pass criteria for these
abuse tolerance tests generally revolve around the lack of an explosive or flame event
on a yes/no basis for a defined parameter. Given this, cells and packs can be designed
for the sole purpose of passing a particular test. The only actual requirements for test-
ing battery packs for safety fall under the UN Transportation guidelines, a system
which is, in reality, also self-policing. 

Ensuring a safe product begins at the cell level and ends with the user. It is about
understanding the intended use of a product, and mitigating reasonable and foresee-
able misuse that may occur. IEEE P1625, the Standard for Rechargeable Batteries for
Portable Computing, was the first standard to encompass all levels of the battery man-
ufacturing process and include the customer experience. IEEE P1725, the Standard
for Rechargeable Batteries for Cellular Telephones, followed. This graph from the
recently updated P1625-2008 standard IEEE illustrates the thought process:

In addition, the Japan Electronics and Information Technologies Industry
Association (JEITA) and the Battery Association of Japan (BAJ) have also formulated
a standard for lithium ion batteries for notebook computers. Their standard also
encompasses a holistic approach to designing a successful battery. 

Ensuring safety at the cell level includes the addition of internal vent mechanisms,
the use of internal positive temperature coefficients (PTCs), good separator design

and a consistent manufacturing process. Testing to and for agency approvals help to
mitigate failures as these include testing for overcharge, forced discharge, crush, ther-
mal abuse, external and internal short circuit. Testing not only new cells, but cells that
have aged or experienced a number of cycles, helps to eliminate possible field issues.

At the pack level, the addition of safety components goes a long way in lessening
risk. A safety circuit, protecting packs against overcharge, overdischarge and overcur-
rent, is mandatory. A secondary protector, such as a current and/or temperature-based
component (PTC or a thermostat) is absolutely recommended.  A thermistor to moni-
tor battery temperature while charging is also desired, especially for NiMH
chemistries. For larger packs, a one-shot chemical fuse is suggested. Good manufac-
turing practices and good design, such as use of trained operators, the addition of
extra insulation and recessing contacts also add to a pack's safety rating. Verification
that safety devices are actually working packs is also needed: overcharge/overdis-
charge, short circuit, continuous charge tests are among industry standard. 

At system level, the charger is the first line of defense. A charger matched to the
specifications of the battery is non-negotiable. Different cell chemistries all have their
own recommended charge methodologies. In lithium ion cells, the overcharge condi-
tion is the condition in which cells are most volatile. Charge method, voltage, charge
rate and temperature all must be considered.  Test verification of charger with the bat-
tery must be performed.  Ensuring that the end unit does not cause any unforeseen
current spikes or shorts (mechanical or electrical) is compulsory. In addition, the bat-
tery must be appropriate for the environment in which it is used. A battery specified
to operate in 0°C to 45°C has no business being used where temperatures will be
above or below these levels. The following graph from JEITA/BAJ illustrates the
safety range for voltage for both charge and discharge. 

All the cell, pack and system testing is for naught, though, if the user does not
understand or respect the battery for the high energy system that it is. Shipping issues
and improper packaging have caused the greatest number of single battery incidents.
Shorting can occur in single shipments, bulk shipments and where batteries are con-
tained in or packed with equipment. Shipping issues are not limited to battery packs;
they can just as easily occur with coin cells or so-called consumer single cells.
Without proper packaging, incidents will occur. The recent harmonization of the DOT
with new requirements from IATA and ICAO mandate specific labeling and testing of
packs and packaging for battery shipments. Shipping personnel must be trained, cus-
tomers must be educated and regulations must be adhered to. 

So how to ensure a safe battery pack? Ensure all levels of battery manufacturing
are addressed: cell, pack, system, user and environment. There is no substitute for
using experienced, high quality, reputable cell and pack vendors. Utilize accepted
industry practices. Design in early. Don't use price as the lead item. Design and test
per industry standards, and perhaps more importantly, test per your application
requirements. A holistic approach in designing systems involving batteries is an
absolutely necessary path for a satisfactory user experience.

Katherine Mack has more than 20 years of experience in designing and developing
custom battery systems for industrial and medical OEMs requiring portable power.
Katherine has focused her career particularly on portable cell chemistries, cell ven-
dors and smart battery solutions. She was an original member of the IEEE P1625
Working Group for establishing Safety Standards for Mobile Computing. 

Contact Rose Electronics at www.rose-elec.com.
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Ensuring Safety in Battery Pack Assembly



Phil Lyman, President and CEO
Boundless Corp.

Exponential population growth, geopolitical conflict and escalating costs force fos-
sil fuel prices to record highs. Heightened concern about climate change and its effect
on the environment instigates stronger regulatory support for clean energy solutions.
As a result, global industries require new power solutions based on innovative energy
storage. Market demand is emerging to replace fossil fuel and lead-acid batteries with
energy storage that is cleaner and more efficient. As a viable alternative, advanced
battery technologies provide new power sources for the electric propulsion of vehicles
and machines of all types. According to the battery industry's experts, the fastest
growing application segment for advanced battery technology (lithium ion specifical-
ly) is industrial applications. The numbers vary depending on the resource but the
growth potential is obvious. Higher on-board energy, longer range/run-time, increased
cycle life and the opportunity to charge quickly
are important, quantifiable attributes of the
newer chemistries. It all comes down to a return
on investment (ROI) and every ROI tool must
include the equipment's length of service.

Advanced battery technologies need "smart
battery" management electronics to assure safe,
reliable and long-life performance. Numerous
types of Battery Management Systems are avail-
able in today's marketplace. Some systems have
been designed for specific applications or for a
specific cell technology but a truly Intelligent
Battery Management System (iBMS) is key to
ensure optimum performance of advanced bat-
tery technology cells (ABTC), in particular lithi-
um-ion (Li-ion). A software-driven iBMS archi-
tecture offers maximum flexibility, protects indi-
vidual battery cells from damage, increasing
safety and overall system reliability. A fully
functional iBMS not only protects cells from
over-discharge and improper charging but also
provides protection from the negative effects of
battery cell "divergence" during use. Through
the use of a numerous control systems and enact-
ing management algorithms a good iBMS will
provide effective cell-to-cell equalization. In
addition a fully-functioned iBMS will provide
other key system functions such as fault manage-
ment, state of charge determination, health moni-
toring, thermal control, vehicle/machine "hand-
shakes" and off-board network communication.
Flexibility to work with any chemistry combined
with breadth of features, yields system and ven-
dor flexibility for an OEM such that they may
always offer the best energy storage solutions
across a broad spectrum of equipment require-
ments. Complete, custom OEM energy storage
solutions, require an integrated IBMS, an
advanced cell technology that is optimally
matched to an OEM's application. OEM manu-
facturers are seeking clean energy high perform-
ance solutions to upgrade equipment from fossil
fuels and low performance lead acid batteries.
High performance cells combined with a fully
featured iBMS can take market share from both
lead acid and fossil fuel energy storage options
in mobile machine markets. 

Maximizing Cycle Life - It's Not 
Just the Cells
Application engineers designing today's

advanced power solutions have at their disposal
a large number of tools and tricks to optimize
the energy storage subsystem to each OEM's
application. Each application brings with it a
number of key parameters that must be carefully
assessed in designing a solution. As with most
engineering challenges, there is not one answer

nor can a single solution solve and maximize all variables at once. In solving OEM
customer problems, a well versed applications engineer is key to best selecting the
trade-offs and optimizing the final solution.

There are a number of key battery parameters which, in a good iBMS, are tunable
and can be crucial in optimizing battery cycle life. While not always intuitively obvi-
ous, some of the parameters have substantial impact on the final system characteris-
tics. Major parameters that typically have impact on cell cycle life include charge/dis-
charge voltages, charge rate, operating temperature, depth of discharge and more sub-
tle system-level parameters such as cell to cell equalization. The level of control pro-
vided by the iBMS can have dramatic effect on the life of a system. In some applica-
tions, careful tuning of these key parameters can double or quadruple the published
cycle life of a specific cell.
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Increasing Cycle Life in Lithium Ion Battery Sub-Systems

Boundless Continued on Page 12
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Li-ion is often misused as a battery type by misinformed OEM customers.
While the layman term is what is most commonly referenced when talking about
lithium batteries, it is really the true chemical compounds of the anode, the cath-
ode and the separator that make up a cell. Cobalt Oxide, Iron Phosphate and
Manganese Oxide are the most commonly used cathode materials. "Poly" or lithi-
um-ion polymer batteries are often seen as a specific type of cell while in reality
the term polymer in the name describes the separator structure. Poly cells with
Cobalt Oxide or Iron Phosphate cathodes are used in cells today. No matter the
makeup, each of the lithium ion cell variants require careful tuning of their key
parameters to maximize cycle life. 

In addition to the important decisions surrounding cell chemistry selection, new
adopters of lithium-ion technology can benefit from careful coordination between the
system-level performance objectives, battery sizing and battery management system.

Optimizing Cycle Life in Cobalt Oxide Lithium Ion Cell 
Sub-Systems
Most cell vendors specify 4.2 volts per cell as the charge limit for cells with

Cobalt Oxide cathodes. Life test studies performed as far back as the 1990s by
NASA and other satellite system developers showed dramatic cycle life improve-

ments could be made by reducing charge voltages with only small losses in capaci-
ty. Typically, cell vendors publish cycle life data that shows the relationship
between temperature, depth of discharge and cycle life. This same data with lower
charge limits is very relevant in developing systems with maximized cycle life.
The primary engineering tradeoff made by undercharging is the reduction in bat-
tery capacity. By charging to 4.1 volts, system capacity is decreases by roughly 10
percent of the available capacity, but extends cycle-life significantly. Most Cobalt
Oxide cells exhibit a relationship of roughly 1 percent capacity loss per 10 mV
reduction in charge limit. The effects vary with different cell chemistries and cell
manufacturing parameters.

Over-sizing batteries offers benefits that are generally under appreciated by
OEM customer. Larger batteries cost more up-front, but can offer significant
payback over the life of operation. The payback, in the form of longer cycle life,
results from two factors. First, for a given run-time, the battery can operate at a
lower depth-of-discharge and cycle-life improves non-linearly as depth of dis-
charge is reduced. Second, internal heat generation and battery temperature are
reduced as the rate of discharge (C-Rate) is lower on a relative basis. Battery life
exhibits logarithmic improvement with respect to both average depth-of-dis-
charge and temperature. So, an investment in battery size can greatly improve
battery life and is readily recaptured through the lifecycle of the system.

Battery Management System selection has
the most pronounced effect on reliability and
life of a lithium-ion energy storage solution. In
addition to control of the parameters above, the
iBMS is responsible for cell to cell equaliza-
tion. The iBMS' equalization functionality
ensures that individual cells are not over-
worked, abused or damaged in any way. Over
and under-voltage protection prevent irre-
versible electrochemical degradation in Li-ion
cells. Lack of proper cell-level management
and subjection of cells to damaging conditions
quickly offsets benefits from over-sizing and
reduced charge voltage. While equalization is
common in most high end BMS solutions, the
control system logistics vary widely in differ-
ent BMS designs. The key measurement and
control elements of a BMS's equalization algo-
rithms are critical in keeping the cells within
their optimal functioning parameter in all
charge and discharge scenarios. Effective cell
to cell equalization depends on many system
variables outside of the scope of this article.
This is an area where a proven BMS provider
can save an OEM company many months of
testing and qualification. The effect of a poorly
designed or a poorly functioning equalization
scheme in a BMS will result in decreased
capacity and potentially cell damage.

In conclusion, within the datasheet for a
lithium ion cell are many specifications that
describe cell operational characteristics. The
datasheet is unfortunately only a guideline in
designing an OEM battery which will optimize
the energy storage available for the customer.
Many of the parameters specified in the
datasheet should be seen as worst case scenar-
ios or not-to-exceed limits rather the design
base lines. Extending cycle life can be accom-
plished through careful tuning of a number of
key parameters within the system's iBMS and a
good lithium ion system's engineering is key to
quick success.

Phil Lyman, the founder of Boundless Corp.,
has more than 25 years of experience in energy
storage projects with lithium ion projects dat-
ing back to the mid-1990s in spacecraft and
other mission critical applications. Boundless
provides a fully functional iBMS for advanced
battery technologies. 

Contact Boundless Corp at 
www.boundlesscorp.com.
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Donald A. Kutz, Founder
iTECH

The PProblem
The wide use of lithium based battery chemistries continues to raise our concern

for the safety of when using  these batteries. There are many millions of these batter-
ies in use, and although the number of reported safety events has been low, the
volatile results of an event keep a focus on this issue. Their tendency to be lulled into
complacency is easy to understand. The typical process for a lithium ion battery
implementation results in a "silo" approach. Every party works independently to com-
plete his responsibility. The tendency is to let the "other guy" worry about and handle
the safety issues. The cell supplier receives agency approvals from UL. The pack
assembler designs the safety circuit and performs compliant testing per DOT. The
customer does functional testing. These are normal business practices, but are inade-
quate when considering lithium ion chemistries. The results of a poor design or manu-
facturing process, it can create a catastrophic explosion or a fire. The "silo" approach
opens the door to such a possibility.

The interaction between the host, battery and battery charger are not often consid-
ered. No one single entity is looking at the entire process and use of the battery.
While there is no perfect solution to eliminate all possibilities, we surely can reduce
the conditions that could cause an event. Systems applications, host communications
protocol and customer use are areas that need additional scrutiny. A top down systems
design approach is needed to address any and all potential safety weak spots. 

First, let's look at what can go wrong with a lithium ion battery. The battery charg-

ing process activates lithium
ion movement from the cath-
ode to a graphite anode.  A
separator in an electrolytic
solution provides the conduit
for the ion movement. During
this movement it is possible
to have solid lithium trapped
in the separator, if the con-
struction of the cell is not
controlled. External influ-
ences such as high tempera-
ture or over charging can also create these metal build-ups. The metal build-ups can
ultimately create a failure of the separator with shorting of the cathode to the anode
leading to a battery event.

During discharge the opposite occurs with movement of ions from the anode to the
cathode, through the separator and electrolytic solution. Although the discharge
process does not create shorts, it is the condition of the battery before use that can
lead to an event while the battery is in the host device. A battery can already be in
thermal runaway when inserted in the host for use.

The cathode is generally a layered oxide, such as lithium cobalt oxide. The manu-
facturers choice of material for the anode, cathode and electrolyte determine the volt-
age, capacity, life and safety of a lithium ion battery. Top-tier cell manufacturers often
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build in several layers of safety protection in the cell and can include: 
• An over temperature mechanism for shutting down the separator 
• A tear-away tab for internal pressure
• A pressure relief vent  
• A thermal interrupt for over current/overcharging shutdown

Contaminants inside the cells can defeat these safety devices. For example, the
mid-2006 recall of approximately 10 million Sony batteries used in many laptops was
stated to be as a result of internal contamination with metal particles. Under some cir-
cumstances, these can pierce the separator, causing the cell to short, rapidly convert-
ing all of the energy in the cell to heat resulting in an exothermic oxidizing reaction,
increasing the temperature to a few hundred degrees Celsius in a fraction of a second.
This causes the neighboring cells to heat up, causing a chain thermal reaction.

During the past decade there have been other recalls of lithium-ion batteries in cel-
lular phones and laptops owing to overheating problems. In October 2004, Kyocera
Wireless recalled approximately one million batteries used in cellular phones, due to
counterfeit batteries produced in Kyocera's name. In December 2006, Dell recalled
approximately 22,000 batteries from the US market (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Lithium_ion_battery - cite_note-46). In March 2007, Lenovo recalled approximately
205,000 9-cell lithium-ion batteries due to an explosion risk. In August 2007, Nokia
recalled more than 46 million lithium-ion batteries, warning that some of them might
overheat and possibly explode. In spite of these companies intense scrutiny, some
field problems were experienced with battery safety.

The demand for higher watt/hour batteries is driving a new breed of construction and
materials. While these materials may be intended to also improve the safety margin of the
battery, events often do not show up until many months and even years of battery use. 

A SSystems AApproach tto SSafety
A "Safety Management" program should be part of any design, manufacturing or

procurement activity to reduce the possibility of an event. This program is not stand-
alone, but rather is integrated into existing processes. The "Safety Management" dia-

gram illustrates such a program. The battery pack, the host, the charger and any
accessories should be part of the program.  

Some important advantages of this approach are:
• All interface elements to the battery are considered
• Conditions present during system use are analyzed
• Protocol authentication prevents the use of unapproved battery sources 
• Safety layers are challenged early in the design
• Complacency is replaced by checks and balances
Safety systems management includes the entire life cycle of the cell, battery pack and
host use. 

A new product process should include the key elements of good design practices,
with emphasis on safety. These practices should include:
• Review of cell suppliers design and processes
• Design collaboration with cell suppliers, pack assembler and customer, including 

function, use and packaging
• Three tiers of safety 
• FMEA (field mode effects analysis)  
• DVT (design verification testing)  including extreme and historical use
• Worst case margin analysis 
• Third party testing for UL and DOT

The cell suppliers and pack assembler should be required to certify they are com-
pliant with these requirements. Cell suppliers are often reluctant to offer this informa-
tion, thus the burden falls upon the pack assembler or customer. The cell supplier con-
trols the process to ensure that variations do not occur. Several suppliers have said
that in spite of these good practices, an event could occur in every 2,000,000 to
3,000,000 cells. This may seem low, but this translates to potentially 100 to 200 cata-
strophic events per year. It is this possibility that creates the need for a holistic view
of safety management.

A typical process for including safety
management in your product should
include the following:
1. Cell supplier certification of internal 

safety devices, including parameters 
for failure

2. Pack assembler designs safety circuit to 
level 3

3. Pack assembler performs FMEA against 
safety probabilities and step 1. This 
includes the host and any accessories

4. DVT testing to include worst case 
applications use, without limitations of 
normal specifications

5. Incorporation of a protocol 
authentication system, in addition to the 
safety circuitry

6. Independent DOT pack testing
7. Cp and CpK metric monitoring of 

all fabrication processes 
8. Periodic sample use tests
9. Feedback from the customer's field data
10. A commitment to not be complacent 

about safety

Summary
A systems approach needs to be used when

designing, building and using lithium battery
packs. The assumption that the “other guy” did
the due diligence testing should not be made.
The results of an event can be catastrophic.
While a 0.0001 percent failure would be accept-
ed in most functional tests, it is problematic for
lithium ion if not addressed. The systems
approach will not reduce the probability to zero,
but will go a long way to head off any early fail-
ures while improving long-life reliability.
Continuous improvement and vigilance is need-
ed. Remember, don't let the "other guy" be
responsible for your lithium battery safety.

Donald A. Kutz is the founder of iTECH, a
manufacturer of battery, charger and accessory
power solutions. He has guided their technical
team in providing leading edge portable power
products for key OEM markets.

Contact iTECH at www.itecheng.com.
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Sara M. Bradford, Principal Consultant, Energy & Power Systems Group
Frost & Sullivan

The sluggish global economic situation has started to make its mark on several key
battery markets as manufacturers begin to witness soft demand from both the original
equipment and aftermarket sales of their products. To combat this challenge, manu-
facturers practice cost-efficiency strategies such as lean manufacturing, reducing
inventory levels, diversifying product lines and shrinking advertising expenditures.

Automotive Batteries
This battery market will likely be hardest hit by the current economic downturn. 
Key Industry Trends 
• Housing crisis in the US results constricted consumer spending on big-ticket 

items such as vehicles
• Finance credit freeze impacting auto manufacturers and parts suppliers 

across the globe 
• Sales of hybrid vehicles down by 11 percent in 2008, compared 38 percent 

growth in unit sales from 2006 to 2007
Impact will be felt by both original equipment and aftermarket sales of batteries.

The current market slowdown in the US has resulted in a dramatic reduction of
new vehicle sales, which leads to a decrease in demand for original equipment lead
acid batteries. With consequent drop in demand, 2009 is expected to be a rough year
for the starting, lighting and ignition (SLI) lead acid battery market. This accelerated
decline is expected to slow down at least one quarter after recovery of the market,

inflicting more pressure on manufacturers. 
To review history, in 2000 battery lead times were as high as 40 to 50 weeks when

abnormal demand outstripped capacity across the broad. Even at a lower demand
level, lead times were estimated at 30 weeks for some larger manufacturers. However,
the economic downturn of 2001 and the current economic situation has impacted
delivery lead times, decreasing back-to-industry standards in the range of 6 to 12
weeks. This indicator demonstrates expected impact on the battery industry in 2009.

Maintaining profitability in a price-competitive market is also a major challenge
facing the automotive SLI lead acid battery aftermarket. Price is a key competitive
factor as there is minimal product differentiation that creates intense competition for
shrinking demand levels.

In this scenario, price and service support determine success in the marketplace.
Consolidation in distribution channels has increased the bargaining power of chan-
nel members with respect to battery suppliers. Large distribution channel members
demand competitive prices, high fill rates, and prompt service from their suppliers.
In addition, manufacturers avoid carrying large inventories. In an economic condi-
tion of fluctuating demand, battery vendors cannot maintain high levels of invento-
ry as this results in increased carrying costs. Thus, while price is under pressure,
costs are increasing. 

Additionally, lead price volatility impacts material costs for battery manufacturers
and again, profits can erode. This could impact several competitors in the market.
Particularly for large North American battery manufacturers, this situation will create
harsh financial burdens. 
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Current challenges for automotive SLI battery manu-
facturers include the following:

• Lead prices create material cost instability
• Currency fluctuations impact revenue growth

- Lower volume due to decreased OE product, 
destocking and deferred orders for 
aftermarket customers

Although the average price of batteries is expected to
stabilize, maintaining profitability without affecting
competitiveness will remain a stiff challenge for market
competitors in 2009. Frost & Sullivan expects the cur-
rent economic situation to impact all automotive battery
chemistry markets, including SLI lead acid and nickel-
metal hydride. 

Consumer Primary Batteries
This battery market will likely be constricted by the

current economic downturn, but will maintain margin-
al growth. 

Key Industry Trends 
• High cost of raw materials
• Consumer spending decline
• Reduced battery inventory levels
Demand for battery-powered devices and applica-

tions directly affect the sale of batteries. Reduced con-
sumer spending on items that require primary batteries
(such as toys, audio/video devices, radios, lighting
devices and others) has a direct implication on the pri-
mary battery market. The soft economic situation is
slowing consumer electronic device sales, with affect
batteries used for memory backup as well as primary
power applications. 

As a mature technology, 2009 market growth for pri-
mary batteries is expected to be constricted but not
severely impacted by the current sluggish global eco-
nomic situation. There are few substitutions for con-
sumer primary batteries; therefore, the market is expect-
ed to only fluctuate in revenue and unit shipment

growth. The strongest market challenge is high raw
material prices for zinc, nickel and manganese ore,
which impact all manufacturers in the industry. 

To endure the current volatility, primary battery
manufacturers are addressing the following points:

• Increase prices
• Control advertising expenses
• Improve packaging, reduce costs
• Strengthen distribution channel relationships 
• Improve product line segmentation - positioning 

products as high  performance, regular and 
value brands

• Improve manufacturing process, move towards 
lean manufacturing

Frost & Sullivan expects weak consumption levels
to impact the primary battery market in 2009.
Retailers did reduce inventory levels through the sec-
ond half of 2008, therefore demonstrating well below
normal seasonal battery levels. This could positively
impact the primary battery market during the early
part of 2009. 

Industrial Batteries
This battery market will be impacted by the current

economic downturn and will maintain positive growth. 

Key Industry Trends 
• A drop in economic activity with manufacturing

and service sectors 

being affected
• Sluggish economic conditions discourage major 

investments in  infrastructure development
• Delay in infrastructure build out for 3G/4G wireless
• Sales of Class 6-8 trucks down significantly
Impact will be felt by original equipment sales 
of batteries.

The industrial battery market will likely be impacted
by the soft economic conditions in 2009. The faltering
global financial situation is now felt by most countries.
Prospering nations have announced revised predictions
for their gross domestic product (GDP). New equipment
orders are starting to decline for industrial application
such as backup power and traction vehicles.

The following market perspectives will create stable
demand for industrial batteries:

• Replacement market for installed equipment
• Increased awareness of power quality and 

consequences of power outage and downtime
• Telecommunication infrastructure upgrades
The aftermarket for batteries is expected to grow

faster than the OE market as end users seek cost-effi-
cient solutions to combat budget restraints due to the
economic downturn.

Additionally, end users realize the monetary conse-
quences of downtime. Research indicates that the cost
of downtime for a multi-national corporate datacenter is
estimated to be between $10 and $15 million an hour.

WiMax systems are currently pushing the boundaries
of data transfer around the world. As Wi-Fi networks
rapidly catch on in developing regions such as Asia
Pacific and Western Europe, and maintenance and Wi-Fi
network upgrades take place in North America and east-
ern Europe, the demand for industrial batteries used
with DC power systems for such networks is also likely
to increase. 

Conclusion
Early 2009 will demonstrate continued weakness for

automotive battery sales due to softening OE sales,
lower volume sales, and fluctuating currency rates.
Frost & Sullivan expects increases in HEV and electric
battery development to provide some reprieve in the
industry and establish a solid foundation for future
industry growth. 

Consumer and industrial battery markets will likely
feel the economic impact starting in early 2009 and

improve mid-year onwards. Impact levels are not
expected to be as harsh as the automotive sector.
The current 'fear factor' is expected to subside
and confidence rebound, therefore creating
growth opportunities for strong and cost-efficient
battery manufacturers.

Sara Bradford is industry director for the
Frost & Sullivan North American Energy and
Power Systems Practice. She focuses on moni-
toring and analyzing emerging trends, technolo-
gies and market dynamics in the battery, alterna-
tive energy, fuel cell, power supplies/power qual-
ity and energy industries worldwide.

For more information regarding this article, 
please contact Johanna Haynes at

johanna.haynes@frost.com.
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Quallion LLLC RReceives LLithium IIon BBattery CContract ffrom
Boeing ffor CC-117 BBackup PPower SSupply SSystem

Custom lithium ion battery manufacturer Quallion LLC was recently awarded a
contract from The Boeing Company to retrofit the emergency battery power supply
for the C-17 Globemaster III. Quallion’s technology will replace the legacy backup
power supply system for the military-transport aircraft.

“Lithium ion batteries are attracting new interest for their ability to help aircraft
manufacturers achieve substantial savings in weight and maintenance costs,” said
Paul Beach, Quallion’s senior executive vice president. “Compared to other battery
chemistries, lithium ion delivers far greater energy density, charge retention and
specific power and does not require scheduled cycling, prolong priming or other
costly maintenance.”

Quallion has experience and a history of innovation with lithium ion chemistries.
This depth of expertise combined with a core competency in cell, battery and elec-
tronics design is critical to customers developing advanced aircraft power systems
that require strict materials control, the capability to function in harsh conditions and
high reliability.

A123Systems tto BBuild UUS-BBased LLithium IIon BBattery MMass 
Production FFacilities 

A123Systems has submitted an application under the US Department of
Energy's Advanced Technology Vehicles Manufacturing Incentive Program to qual-
ify for $1.84 billion in direct loans to support the construction of new world-class
lithium ion battery manufacturing facilities in the US, with the first construction
location in southeast Michigan. 

If A123's application is approved, this program would enable the company to
dramatically expand production capacity in the US, with full production volumes
designed to supply battery systems for 5 million hybrid vehicles or half a million
plug-in electric vehicles per year by 2013. 

"We're entering an exciting new phase for the automotive industry where we
increase the electrification of vehicles, reducing consumption of gasoline through
advanced batteries. This new facility would greatly accelerate this change and help
ensure that the American economy replaces its dependence on foreign oil with
reliance on advanced, homegrown batteries," said David Vieau, A123Systems presi-
dent and CEO. 

At full operation, A123 expects the combined plants would occupy as much as 7 mil-
lion square feet and create more than 14,000 jobs. These plants would produce battery
cells and systems to meet the needs of A123's broad automotive customer portfolio,
which currently includes more than seven vehicle manufacturers and 19 vehicle models
ranging from HEVs (hybrid electric vehicles) to EVs (electric vehicles). 

Valence SSigns SSupply AAgreement wwith PPVI ffor LLithium
Phosphate EEnergy SStorage SSolutions 

Valence Technology, Inc. has entered into a multi-year non-exclusive supply agree-
ment with PVI for Valence's U-Charge XP Energy Storage Systems. PVI develops
and manufactures commercial electric vehicles including electric buses under the
GEPEBUS brand and trucks in partnership with Renault Trucks. 

Under the terms of the supply agreement, Valence will provide lithium phosphate
battery systems and engineering support to power
four commercial EV platforms. Valence will begin
shipments to PVI in the fourth quarter of fiscal 2009.
Based on PVI projections, revenue for Valence from
this supply agreement could represent approximately
$3 million in fiscal 2010. 

"This is a major milestone in our company's his-
tory," said Alastair Johnson, vice president, world-
wide sales and marketing for Valence. "Since this
represents our first supply agreement with a major
automotive OEM supplier, we are delighted to be
associated with PVI, especially given their work
with leading companies such as Renault Trucks.
PVI has a long and successful track record of
developing innovative commercial vehicles. This
agreement speaks to the value that a vehicle devel-
oper such as PVI places on Valence's safe battery
chemistry, proven production capacity and techni-
cal vehicle integration support." 

PVI and Renault Trucks recently announced an
agreement to develop concept trucks and demonstra-
tors of light commercial EV vehicles including an
all-electric version of the Maxity. The first demon-
strator will be powered by Valence lithium phosphate
batteries. The all-electric Maxity represents a signifi-
cant advancement of how goods can be transported
in urban environments with zero emissions. 

Balqon CCorp. IInstalls AAeroVironment's PPosiCharge FFast CCharge
System aat PPort oof LLos AAngeles tto PPower EElectric TTrucks 

Balqon Corp., a developer of heavy duty electric trucks, tractors and electric drive
systems, has purchased a new high voltage version of AeroVironment, Inc.’s (AV)
PosiCharge fast charge systems as part of a program to replace internal combustion
yard tractors with electric propulsion vehicles at the Port of Los Angeles. 

Yard tractors, or “hostlers,” are used by the Port of L.A. and other ports around
the world to move containers from docks to on-site storage yards where the con-
tainers await transportation to their ultimate destinations. The high-volume flow of
containers through ports often requires that hostlers operate with only limited
breaks. PosiCharge fast charge systems support electric material handling vehicles
used in high velocity facto-
ries, distribution centers and
airports to support mission-
critical operations. The
PosiCharge fast charge sys-
tem developed for heavy-
duty electric yard tractors can
charge up to four heavy-duty
Balqon electric trucks at a
time and provide enough
energy during short periods of time to enable the productive flow of containers
through the port while eliminating emissions. 

PosiCharge fast charge systems allow industrial and heavy-duty electric vehicle
operators to eliminate battery swapping, thereby recovering run time, enhancing pro-
ductivity, optimizing assets and improving worker safety. PosiCharge systems fast
charge battery packs in the vehicle during scheduled breaks, so the battery pack never
leaves the vehicle. The result is instant productivity improvement, a cleaner and safer
work environment and a streamlined workflow that no longer stops for battery chang-
ing. With proprietary technology that safeguards batteries by customizing each
charge, PosiCharge systems can actually extend a battery's useful life compared to
traditional charging solutions, further optimizing operations.

CFDRC's BBio-BBattery PProgram WWins PPrestigious NNational
Achievement AAward BBy UUS AArmy 

CFDRC’s Bio-Battery Program was recently selected as a National Achievement
Award winner by the Army SBIR Program. This prestigious award was given to the
top 10 programs out of 755. 

The Bio-Battery team is developing a device that harvests energy from biological
fuels such as sugars and converts them directly into electrical energy. This product is
adaptable for many low power applications in both the military and commercial mar-
kets. CFDRC’s Bio-Battery offers several advantages over conventional fuel cells and
Li-ion batteries, these include reduced size and weight, flexible shape, environmental-
friendliness and improved renewability and reliability.

The first target application is as a mission-extender for portable soldier power.
The Bio-Battery will meet a long-standing, critical need for the soldiers. Namely
reducing the number and total weight of batteries required during extended  mis-
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Based in Rolling Meadows, IL, Charles Marine &
Industrial is a provider of high quality, innovative
industrial battery chargers, transformers and AC
and DC electrical products including inverters, iso-
lation and boosting transformers and cable prod-
ucts.  

More information about Charles Industries is
available at www.charlesindustries.com
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sions.  To this end, CFDRC has recently begun a Phase III program with CERDEC
(Communication-Electronic Research, Development and Engineering Center) tar-
geting insertion in the portable soldier power arena.

Potential future markets include portable low-power electronics devices  and
implantable power sources to power medical devices.

International BBattery RReceives FFunding ffrom DDOD ffor EExchange
Program oof GGreen TTechnology ffor tthe WWar FFighter

International Battery, Inc. (IB) has been awarded $2.4 million by the Defense
Department to demonstrate the improved efficiency and environmental advantages of
lithium batteries verses traditional lead batteries in military use.

IB, a worldwide producer of high-capacity, large-format rechargeable battery sys-
tems, was awarded the funding for the Lithium Ion Battery Exchange Program in the
Fiscal Year 2009 Continuing Appropriations Act (HR 2638) as part of the US Army’s
Research, Development, Test and Evaluation (RDTE) Combat Vehicle and
Automotive Advanced Technology Program. The Lithium Ion Battery Exchange
Program is designed to demonstrate the increased capability of the Lithium Ion 6TLi
Battery as opposed to the current lead acid battery in Army Theaters of Operations.
The 6TLi Battery Exchange Program will provide added capability of four times the
energy, half the weight, a significantly longer life and enhanced combat readiness as
compared to the current lead acid battery systems. The 6TLi battery has been engi-
neered to the same dimensions of the current lead acid battery, allowing soldiers in
the field to perform seamless exchanges.

The battery provides an environmentally safe alternative to the hazardous mate-
rial such as lead or acid currently found in military battery systems.

By implementing this advanced battery technology, the US Army can lower its
major disposal charges associated with lead acid battery systems. IB will help the
Department of Defense demonstrate the financial benefits of exchanging lead acid for
lithium ion battery systems as well as support the war fighter with increased energy
and power for multiple military applications.

Saft LLi-IIon BBattery FFulfills TTechnical RRequirement ffor OOrbital
Pegasus RRocket LLaunch

In the months leading up to a recent launch of its Pegasus rocket, Orbital
Sciences Corp. determined a need for a more mass-efficient power source than is
needed on a typical flight of
its air-launched space launch
vehicle. To meet the chal-
lenge, Orbital turned to a Saft
lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery
that was supplied for a previ-
ous mission several years
before, but was not used.
After five years in storage,
the Saft battery was integrat-
ed with the rocket and per-
formed as if it was new.

“For the latest successful
launch of our Pegasus rocket,
we realized we needed a lighter yet powerful battery and decided to retest and cer-
tify a spare five-year-old Saft battery that was in refrigerated storage,” said Mr.
Kettner Griswold, Orbital’s Pegasus Program chief engineer. “After thorough test-
ing, we used the battery and, as expected, the battery performed just as planned,
maintaining the same level of performance as the day it was manufactured.”

“Saft has been a trusted supplier to Orbital on a number of programs such as
DART and Optus D1, D2 and D3 satellites,” said Thomas Alcide, general manager of
Saft’s Specialty Battery Group. “This opportunistic use of our battery demonstrates
the excellent storage life, dependability and robustness of Saft’s space batteries.”  

Saft’s Li-ion technology has been used in space for several years and the fully inte-
grated battery systems are deployed in key space applications such as launchers, satel-
lites, ATVs, probes, power tools and planetary rovers. 
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Ask the Experts is a new feature to Battery Power Products & Technology
magazine. It is designed to assist you in any battery/power related questions
you may have.

We encourage you to send us your questions and we will find an industry expert to
answer them. The questions and answers may appear in an upcoming issue of Battery
Power magazine or in the Battery Power e-Report, a monthly e-newsletter that is issued
the first Tuesday of every month.

Send questions to:
Shannon Given, Director of Content, at Shannong@infowebcom.com.

Q: Is there a source where battery manufacturers list their internal resistance?
Michael Kleczewski, Staff Engineer, Kohler

A: Internal resistance can be calculated as a function of AC or DC impedance. 
Companies will typically provide that information in specifications.

Paul Beach, Vice President, Quallion LLC

Q: Is there a product out there that can be used in a UPS battery cabinet to 
prevent accidently causing a short between the battery and cabinet? When 
using the Alber CellCorder it is easy to see how one could accidently hit the 
cabinet with the probe or volt lead causing an arc. Any material or product 
that you can use against the wall of each shelf to prevent this.

Bob Spratt, Battery Technician, Integrated Power Solutions

A: There is no real “insulator” for the cabinets or shelves that is currently 
available. However, some of the ohmic battery analyzers on the market are 
protected through their internal electronics and the techniques used to 
minimize the risk of damage should this occur. In fact, one such device is 
protected up to 600 VDC and also offers insulated accessories.

Todd Stukenberg, Executive Director of Marketing, Midtronics

Q: Our company is considering the implementation of an automated meter 
reading system for our water customers. These units transmit meter data to a 
polling system that queries once an hour. We have been told the battery 
systems in these meters run for 20 years before needing replacement. I find 
this a little difficult to swallow. I have been working with battery powered 
systems for many years and have found very few systems that, without a 
charging system, last much longer than seven years. The companies that are 
pushing this cost saving technology for water meters include: Sensus, 
Neptune and Elster/Amco but there are many players in this field. Are the
claims for real? What type of battery technology is being used in these 
systems? What can I realistically expect for battery life/change interval?
Ron Crim, Electrical & Controls Project Manager, Irvine Ranch Water District

A: System longevity is a key consideration for utility companies when selecting 
an automated meter reading (AMR) system. Battery replacement costs are 
estimated at $20 per meter; therefore, AMR designers are constantly 
evaluating battery run time and reliability. Recent developments, such as two-
way real-time communication between the utility and its customer, place more 
demand on the batteries that power this new generation of "smart" meters. 

If high-quality batteries are used, it is possible to sustain high performance for 
up to 20 years, even in the most demanding environmental conditions. 
Industrial primary lithium batteries are most frequently used for applications 
that must withstand extreme temperatures, humidity and dust.

Lithium thionyl chloride (Li-SOCl2) batteries are favored for long-duration 
AMR applications because they combine high energy density (typically 1,200 
Wh/l), the ability to operate under extreme temperature conditions (ranging 
from -60°C to 85°C), low self-discharge rates (less than 1 percent per year) 
and high voltage readings compatible with electronic cut-offs (nominal 
voltage of 3.6 V). 

Making the right battery choice for a 20-year application calls for the AMR 
designer and the battery supplier to work in cooperation to ensure that the key 
factors,  base current, pulse current, cut-off voltages and environmental 
conditions, are properly assessed and taken into account for the battery sizing. 

For example, walk-by AMR modules with pulses of a few milliamps to 
support radio communication over a few meters, and AMR modules requiring 
pulses of a few amps to power GPRS transceivers, will require different 
battery designs. Additionally, prolonged exposure at low temperatures (for 
outdoor use), versus potentially high temperatures (for meters located in 
utility rooms), can have an impact on the battery performance and operating 
life. Leading battery companies have developed life models that enable 
expected battery run time to be accurately predicted by evaluating its specific 
utilization profile. 

Finally, the know-how in selecting high-quality grade components and highly 
reproducible industrial processes is instrumental in demonstrating excellent 
track records over long periods of service. For instance, the use of stainless 
steel cases for high resistance to ambient humidity, glass-to-metal sealing and 
laser welded enclosures to prevent slow electrolyte evaporation, or proper 
manufacturing of the battery electrolyte to avoid low voltages after rest 
periods, are important elements of the battery manufacturer's expertise.

Field-proven results indicate that 20-year durations are achievable if the afore
mentioned parameters are well managed.

Nicolas Paquin, Product Manager, Saft

Photo Courtesy of Orbital Sciences Corp.



Magna aand FFord MMotor CCompany PPartner tto IIntroduce ZZero-
Emission BBattery EElectric VVehicle 

Magna International has announced a vehicle-development partnership with Ford
Motor Company to introduce a zero-emission lithium-ion battery electric vehicle
(BEV) to be delivered to market in 2011.

The electric vehicle, which Ford announced at this year's North American
International Auto Show in Detroit as a key vehicle in their electrification strategy,
will be a small car with an expected range of up to 100 miles without using a drop
of gasoline and without compromising customer performance expectations. The
Ford BEV is expected to offer consumers a familiar driving experience; it will
operate similar to a conventional vehicle, but with smoother acceleration, less
noise and zero emission.

"This vehicle adds an important piece to Ford's product lineup with a zero-emis-
sion vehicle that will be both affordable and meets customers' needs," said Don
Walker, co-CEO of Magna International. "In addition, the joint partnership demon-
strates valuable OEM/supplier collaboration by sharing in the expertise and invest-
ment that the auto industry now requires for new advancements in energy inde-
pendence and reduced CO2 emissions."

Magna will be responsible for providing
critical components that make-up the power-
train and battery modules in the vehicle. In
addition, Magna will also play a key role in the
engineering required to integrate the electric
propulsion system and other new systems into
the vehicle architecture.

Fleet oof CCommercial TTrucks tto bbe
Powered bby JJohnson CControls-SSaft
And AAzure DDynamics AAdvanced 
Hybrid TTechnology 

Johnson Controls-Saft and Azure Dynamics,
Inc. (AZD) has unveiled a new supply agreement
that will provide some of the world's most
advanced lithium-ion (Li-Ion) hybrid battery tech-
nology to power commercial vehicles in North
America. The five-year supply agreement signals
progress in the development of a US supply base
to help build an infrastructure for development
and manufacture of hybrid electric vehicles.

"As more and more consumers demand
energy-efficient vehicles, it is also critical that
commercial fleets do their part to reduce their
reliance on foreign oil while also improving
the impact they have on the environment," said
Mary Ann Wright, who leads the Johnson
Controls-Saft joint venture and is vice presi-
dent and general manager of Johnson Controls
hybrid business. "This is great progress for the
US supply base."

Most current hybrid electric vehicle (HEV)
technology uses nickel metal hydride batteries.
Lithium-ion offers a lighter, more powerful
design with a longer life than most current tech-
nologies and is viewed as the technology of
choice to power plug-in hybrid electric vehicles
in the near future. 

The 345-volt battery system will utilize
advanced Li-ion cell technology optimized for
life, power and reliability. The cell design was
supported through Johnson Controls-Saft's
partnership with the US Advanced Battery
Consortium and the Department of Energy to
develop advanced energy storage technology
for electrified powertrain vehicles. The battery
pack is designed to mount under the vehicle
body and can withstand road debris and water
spray and submersion. Azure will utilize the
pack on its current Balance Hybrid Electric
and future hybrid platforms. The company's
vehicles are in operation for major fleet cus-
tomers like AT&T, Con Edison, FedEx Express
and Purolator Couriers.

In addition to fuel savings and environmental
benefits, Azure's Balance Hybrid Electric tech-
nology can reduce vehicle maintenance costs by
approximately 30 percent, further reducing over-
all fleet operating costs.

The complete battery systems, including electronics, electrical and mechanical com-
ponents will be assembled at the Johnson Controls-Saft facility in Milwaukee, Wis.

Alliance FFormed tto MManufacture AAdvanced AAutomobile
Batteries iin tthe UUS

US battery and materials companies, with support from one of the country’s
largest national laboratories, have formed the National Alliance for Advanced
Transportation Battery Cell Manufacture, known as the “Alliance,” to manufac-
ture advanced lithium ion battery cells for transportation applications in the US.
Lithium ion batteries are anticipated to replace gasoline as the principal source
of energy in future cars and military vehicles. Today, US automobile manufactur-
ers and defense contractors depend upon foreign suppliers, increasingly concen-
trated in Asia, for lithium ion battery cells.

The founding members of the Alliance include 3M, ActaCell, All Cell
Technologies, Altair Nanotechnologies, Dontech Global, EaglePicher Corp,
EnerSys, Envia Systems, FMC, MicroSun Technologies, Mobius Power, SiLyte,
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Superior Graphite and Townsend Advanced Energy.
Additional battery developers and materials suppliers
are anticipated to join the Alliance. The US
Department of Energy’s Argonne National Laboratory,
a national research laboratory and  developer of new
battery technologies, has been active in encouraging
the Alliance and will continue to serve in an advisory
role as the Alliance begins operations. 

The Alliance seeks to develop one or more manufac-
turing and prototype development centers in the US,
which will be shared by Alliance members. Developing
the capability to mass manufacture advanced battery
cells is anticipated to require an investment of $1billion
to $2 billion over five years. Most of that investment is
expected to come from the federal government, because
lacking current orders for advanced transportation bat-
teries, no US-based battery companies can assume the
risk of making such an investment. The Alliance will

permit the most efficient use of available government
support by having Alliance members share in the use of
a large ultra-modern manufacturing facility rather than
having to compete for smaller, less ambitious forms of
government support. 

BYD AAuto PPlans tto EEnter UUS MMarket iin
2011 wwith EExtended-RRange EEVs 

BYD Auto Company, one of China's independent
automobile manufacturers, plans to enter the US mar-
ket in 2011 with a range of pure electric and plug-in
hybrid vehicles.

BYD's future lineup will include the F3DM, a mass-
produced plug-in hybrid sedan, and the battery-powered
e6, a mid-size five-passenger crossover vehicle with a
remarkable range of up to 250 miles on a single charge.

Underpinning the company's strategic vision of

"green tech for tomorrow" is BYD's own Fe battery.
The Fe battery is safe, environmentally friendly and
affordable. It can be quick-charged to 50 percent of
capacity in 10 minutes and will have a life cycle of
more than 10 years.

The Fe battery is used in the e6 electric crossover
vehicle, as well as BYD's new Dual Mode family of
plug-in hybrid vehicles, including the compact F3DM
sedan and the mid-size F6DM sedan, which can run in
either pure-electric or hybrid-electric mode.

Pennsylvania GGrants AAxion PPower
$800,000 tto SStudy iits BBatteries iin
Electric VVehicles 

Axion Power International, Inc., a developer of bat-
tery technologies and advanced energy storage devices,
has released the potential energy efficiencies and cost

savings its advanced lead-acid battery will bring
to the rapidly-expanding electric car market has
earned the company an award from the
Pennsylvania Alternative Fuels Incentive Grant
program. The $800,000 first-year grant is part of
the State's overall effort to invest in businesses
that are creating important and innovative clean
energy and bio-fuels technologies. The award
proceeds will be used to demonstrate the advan-
tages the Axion proprietary PbC battery technol-
ogy provides in a variety of electric vehicle
types including: hybrids (HEVs), such as the
popular Toyota Prius; "plug-ins" (PHEVs) used
in commuter, delivery and other vehicles; and in
EV's and converted EV's. The PbC battery tech-
nology, which replaces simple lead-based nega-
tive electrodes used by other manufacturers with
its more sophisticated activated carbon electrode
assemblies, has significantly enhanced perform-
ance characteristics when compared with other
advanced lead-acid batteries. Those enhance-
ments include deeper cycling, longer life, elimi-
nation of sulfation and shedding on the negative
plate, lighter weight and easier more rapid
recharging capabilities.

Ricardo LLaunches aa CComprehensive
and IIntegrated DDevelopment CCenter
For HHybrid aand EElectric VVehicle
Battery SSystems 

Ricardo, Inc., an independent engineering
firm specializing in total vehicle fuel economy
and efficiency, has launched the Battery Systems
Development Center at its Van Buren Twp.,
Mich., headquarters. The Battery Systems
Development Center is the focal point of
Ricardo's design, analysis, simulation and inte-
gration of advanced high-power battery packs
and their electronic management systems.
Combined with the company's expertise in the
development of electronic controls, hybrid
transmissions and vehicle systems, it provides
Ricardo with the capability of providing fully
integrated, turnkey battery systems.

In the Battery Systems Development Center,
prototype battery pack systems undergo
exhaustive development in specially built
development chambers equipped with robust
safety and filtration systems. Each will feature
high-capacity battery cyclers, high-voltage
instrumentation, hardware-in-the-loop systems
and other equipment to enable the development
of battery systems in simulated vehicle envi-
ronments. Once a battery pack design is veri-
fied in a safe, simulated environment, the bat-
tery system can be integrated into and further
developed on a vehicle in Ricardo's adjoining
garage facility.
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Calendar of Events

April 
• 13-17 - MRS Spring, San Francisco,  

Calif.

• 27-29 - Battcon 2009, Orlando, Fla. 

• 29-1 - ENTELEC, Houston, Texas 

May
• 3-6 - Battery Council International,

Las Vegas, Nev. 

• 12-14 - EDS 2009, Las Vegas, Nev. 

• 24-25 - 2009 Electrochemical Society 
Annual Spring Meeting, 
San Francisco, Calif. 

June
• 1-4 - UTC Telecom, Las Vegas, Nev. 

• 8-9 - Advanced Automotive Battery 
Conference 2009, Long Beach, 
Calif. 

• 8-11 - SuperComm 2009, Chicago, Ill.

August
• 16-20 - APCO, Las Vegas, Nev.

October
• 20-21 - Battery Power 2009, Denver, 

Colo.

Send Calendar of Event Items to 
Shannon Given at 

ShannonG@infowebcom.com
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Harold Vanasse, Vice President of Sales and Marketing
Philadelphia Scientific 

The economy's historic weakness is prompting every level of corporate manage-
ment to do more with less. Most companies have postponed planned  and in many
cases, much needed, equipment replacements. In this environment, proper mainte-
nance and proven cost-saving technologies are vital as equipment is stretched to its
limits. This is no less true in battery room management. 

A variety of tools are available to warehouse and battery room managers,
enabling them to extend the lives of their batteries, ensure the highest possible
level of performance, increase worker productivity and improve warehouse safety
and compliance with OSHA regulations.

WWaatteerriinngg BBaatttteerriieess SSttiillll DDoonnee tthhee OOlldd-FFaasshhiioonneedd WWaayy
Watering batteries, an essential battery maintenance function for most compa-

nies with forklift fleets, is still done the old fashioned way by most American com-
panies. An operator uses a watering gun or hose and waters each battery cell indi-
vidually, setting the water level by eye. This process is extremely time consuming,
typically taking 10 minutes or more to water each battery. With dozens of batteries
in the average fleet, watering can waste hours of manual labor that could be more
productively utilized.

In addition to being time consuming, there are many safety and environmental
concerns related to manual watering. Human error can result in the over or under
filling of batteries or the failure to water one or more cells. When a battery is over
filled creating a boil over, the spilled battery acid creates a dangerous condition for
employees. Hazardous waste clean-up is costly, too, requiring the added expense
of repairing corroded battery trays, racks and floors. Overfilling shortens battery
life, typically decreasing a battery's capacity by 3 percent to 5 percent. Over time,
boil overs can decrease the life of a battery by six months or more. 

Reduced capacity also can occur if a battery is under filled. With manual water-
ing, it's very easy for the operator to accidentally skip a cell or to misjudge the
water level. If this occurs even once, the battery will not return to its previous per-
formance-reducing run-time and shortening the life span of the battery.

BBeenneeffiittss ooff SSiinnggllee-PPooiinntt BBaatttteerryy WWaatteerriinngg
Single-point battery watering systems, the earliest versions of which were avail-

able 90 years ago, are a simple, cost effective solution to the problems caused by
manual watering. Instead of having to individually fill the battery cells, each cell is
outfitted with its own watering valve, with all valves connected to a single piece of
tubing. Operators simply attach a water supply hose to a quick-connect fitting on
the tubing, release the water into the tube and each cell is filled simultaneously. 

Rather than the 10 or more minutes it takes to water a battery manually, single-
point systems complete the job in 15 to 20 seconds, approximately 30 to 40 times
faster than manual watering. Depending on the number of batteries in a plant,
thousands of employee hours can be saved every year in unnecessary battery main-
tenance and upkeep, resulting in significant labor savings.

Single-point watering systems eliminate the possibility of human error because
the watering system is almost completely automated. When the cell is full, a sens-
ing device, either a traditional float-type device or a more advanced water injector
with a level-sensing valve, shuts off the water flow, so the fear of electrolyte
spillage and the accompanying environmental concerns is removed.

Warehouses and distribution centers using single-point watering systems avoid
cell damage caused by under or over watering, keeping batteries functioning
longer and reducing the need for replacement batteries. The potential savings in
battery replacement costs can total tens of thousands of dollars each year for
large operations. Most battery users find that the labor savings alone achieved
through the use of a single-point watering system will pay for the system in 12
months or less. 

American companies are years behind their European counterparts when it comes
to best battery maintenance practices. In Germany, for example, single-point water-
ing systems are used on an estimated 70 percent of forklift batteries compared to
about 30 percent in the US. Recently, however, American companies in a broad
range of industries have discovered the benefits of single-point watering.

Before switching to a single-point watering system, the Hatfield, Pa. warehouse
of Atlas Cold Storage (now VersaCold Logistics Services), one of North America's
leading logistics providers, was watering batteries by hand. 

"It was slow going," said maintenance supervisor Paul Worman. "It used to take
us five minutes or more to fill each battery. With 76 batteries, filling 1,200 cells
took most of a day."

Worman installed single-point battery watering systems from Philadelphia

Scientific, featuring Water Injectors that snap on to each battery cell and are con-
nected to one another with corrosion-resistant plastic tubing with a water input fit-
ting. Within 15 seconds, the battery is filled without any spillage. "It's hard to
imagine going back to the old way of watering, " Worman said.

Single-point watering systems also are safer than hand watering and can help
warehouses and distribution centers meet OSHA standards for workplace safety.
Dillard Plywood operates two plants in western Oregon in which a fleet of 18 to
20 forklift trucks transport plywood to various processing stations. According to
lead electrician Rick Pruitt, "Over watering batteries caused electrolyte spills, and
the acid was creating a hazardous condition for employees. It was eating away the
wooden slats supporting the batteries in our battery room and spilling onto the
concrete floor, too. Our single-point watering system has eliminated the problem
of spilling."

BBaatttteerryy OOrrggaanniizziinngg SSyysstteemmss
Battery room and warehouse managers can also more effectively manage their

battery usage and the useful life of their forklift batteries by organizing and
sequencing the use of their batteries.

When forklift truck drivers enter a battery room to get replacement batteries,
they usually take the nearest available battery. That means the batteries nearest the
entrance get used more than those at the far end of the room. Sometimes the ones
at the far end don't get used at all.

There are several bat-
tery organizing systems
on the market that can
eliminate the uncertain-
ty of battery selection.
For example, the iBOS
(intelligent battery
organizing system) from
Philadelphia Scientific
works by determining
which fully charged bat-
tery is next in line for use by the truck driver. The system's electronic monitors
collect charger data and send it to a central controller, which then sends a message
to a scrolling LED display informing the forklift driver which battery to take. If
the driver misunderstands or ignores the display's instruction and selects the wrong
battery, a loudspeaker points out the error.

While battery organizing systems can range dramatically in complexity and
cost, most will pay for themselves within two years, and do so in two ways. First,
using batteries in proper rotation enables managers to maximize battery run time
and battery life. Without an organizing system, batteries seldom realize their full
run time and battery life potential. Secondly, battery organizing systems improve
corporate asset management by diagnosing problems. Many organizing systems
collect a large amount of data from the chargers, and some are designed to reduce
the data to a compact executive summary report. Such a capability is valuable for
leasing companies, companies with multiple sites, companies operating during
peak seasonal periods or for any medium to large facility with a hectic schedule.

William Morrison Supermarkets, a large supermarket chain in the United
Kingdom, operates a frozen food distribution center outside Manchester in which
about 100 lift trucks operate. A few years ago, the distribution center began experi-
encing problems with shortened battery life but was unable to pinpoint the prob-
lem. A number of remedies were tried, but none worked. Realizing that the under-
charged batteries were costing time and money, the battery supplier, Chloride
Motive Power, recommended the installation of an iBOS.

After installation, iBOS reports highlighted the key problem: some of the charg-
ers were not functioning properly, halting their charging process when batteries
were only at about 50 percent capacity. Between the improved battery mainte-
nance, improved driver productivity and battery purchase avoidance, managers at
the facility estimated a total savings of $432,000.

EEaassyy-ttoo-IImmpplleemmeenntt,, CCoosstt-EEffffeeccttiivvee RROOII
Battery maintenance has not typically been viewed as a key strategy in improv-

ing efficiency in the past. But today's arsenal of battery maintenance tools can save
warehouse and distribution operations tens of thousands of dollars - even hundreds
of thousands - per year. Better battery maintenance may be one of the simplest and
most cost-effective strategies a manager can implement to demonstrate an impres-
sive ROI.

Contact Philadelphia Scientific at www.phlsci.com.
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http://www.sbsbattery.com
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